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The Siege
1. Number
2. Enemy Faction Name
3. Number
4. Name Of Person
5. Your Last Words
6. Same Enemy Faction
7. Ally Faction
8. Different Ally Faction
9. Time Remaining
10. Battle Cry
11. Adjective
12. Attack Action
13. Adjective
14. Defensive Action
15. Enemy Unit Name
16. Good Or Bad
17. Adjective
18. Same Persons Name
19. Attack Action
20. Enemy Unit
21. Number
22. Your Captains Name
23. Your Captains Name

24. Anything That Can Hold Doors
25. Captains Name
26. Adjective
27. Captains Name
28. Persons Name
29. Persons Name
30. Persons Name
31. Battle Cry

The Siege
An army of

number

other men are the only remaining forces to protect the king and his people. You turn your head

number

to face

your friend and told him; "If I die, I just want you to know that

name of person

" and you unsheathe your sword as the
this battle, the
time remaining

ally faction

and

for them to get here, so we must hold them off until help arrives!

an orc in front of you very

you. You are doing

good or bad

. You and

number

but their numbers are too
same persons name

am sorry about your friend said captain

, and

persons name

broke. You charged in screaming

behind

enemy unit name

by a

attack action

enemy

fall back inside the

your captains name

pointing at you. You look

your captains name

. Here, this will do! you said. You quickly put it on the door. I
captains name

for long, I don't think we are going to survive.... You
name

got

attack

for you. More and more of

Adjective

remaining men including captain

anything that can hold doors

3

defensive action

castle. QUICK! find something to hold the door! said captain
around and found a

Battle cry

into them for a last stand battle! You
and

Adjective

your comrades fall and eventually you saw
unit

are on their way to aid us but it might take

different ally faction

Adjective

your last words

break in to the gates. There is still hope to win

same enemy faction

screamed your captain and you charged
action

are ramming in to the castle gates. You and

enemy faction name

, he was a
captains name

Adjective

,

soldier. This won't hold

persons name

persons

the remaining soldiers Grab a sword and face death. Once the the door finally
battle cry

and died with honor.
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